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_p = k(a¡ p¡ x); k > 0: (1)
1) ????????????????????? t ??????
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(2) ???? (¡cx¡ x2=2) ?????????(3) ???????????
1????????? 2????????????????????????







???????????????????? s(p) = ®p + ¯ ???????
p ????????????????????????????????? 3
????????? 1???????? ®p+ ¯ ? p ???? 1?????
????????????????????????????? 2????




??????????????????????? ®p+ ¯ ????????
??????????????
????????????? 1?????? ®p+ ¯ ??????????
??????????????????????? (2) ? s ???? ®p+ ¯
???????????????????????????????????
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??2)?
rV (p) = max
x

px¡ cx+ (®p+ ¯)x¡ x
2
2
+ kV 0(p)(a¡ p¡ x)

: (4)
??? V (p) ??????????????? x ???????????
p¡ c+ ®p+ ¯ ¡ x¡ kV 0(p) = 0 ??? 1???????????????
????????????? V (p) = Ap2=2 + Bp + C ??? 2?????
?????????? V 0(p) = Ap+ B ?????????? 1?????
???x ???????????????
x = (¡kA+ ®+ 1)p¡ kB + ¯ ¡ c: (5)












?????????????? p2; p ??????????????????








rB = (¡kA+ ®+ 1)(¡kB + ¯ ¡ c) + k(Aa¡B)
rC =
(¡kB + ¯ ¡ c)2
2
+ kBa:
?? A;B;C ??? 3?????????????????????????
? A ???????? 2?????????? B ????????????
??????? C ??????3)????????? A ???? 2????
??????????????????????? 2???????????
A =
r + 2k(®+ 2)§p¢
2k2
; ¢ ´ (r + 2k)[r + 2k(2®+ 3)] > 0:
??? (5) ? (1) ??????





_p = k[a¡ (¡kA+ ®+ 2)p];
?????????????????????????????p ?????
?????????????????????????? 2??? A ???
??
A =



















???????????? A;B ? (5) ????????????????
????????????????
x(p) = ®¤p+ ¯¤ (8)
®¤ =





r + 2k(®+ 2)¡p¢
i











??????????????????? ®; ¯ ?????????????
®; ¯ ?????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? Dockner et al. (2000),
Long (2010) ?????????????????????????????
?????????????
??????? (8) ?????????????????? (1) ????
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¤+1)t (p0 ¡ p) + p: (9)






[r + k(®+ 2)] a¡ (r + k)(¯ ¡ c)




W ´ (a¡ p)
2
2




????????? x ??????? (8) ???????????????
????
W =
 ¡®¤2 + 2®¤ + 1 p2 + (¡2®¤¯¤ ¡ 2c®¤ + 2¯¤ ¡ 2a) p
¡¯¤2 ¡ 2c¯¤ + a2:






t (p0 ¡ p)2 + Ee
r¡p¢
2k
t (p0 ¡ p) + F
D ´ ¡®¤2 + 2®¤ + 1
E ´ p  ¡®¤2 + 2®¤ + 1¡ ®¤¯¤ ¡ c®¤ + ¯¤ ¡ a
F ´ p2  ¡®¤2+2®¤+1+2p(¡®¤¯¤¡c®¤+¯¤¡a)¡¯¤2¡2c¯¤+a2:
?????? p ? (10) ????? ®¤; ¯¤ ? (8) ???? ®; ¯ ??????
????D;E; F ?????????? ®; ¯ ??????????????
???????????????????????? e¡rt ???? 0 ??
1 ????????????????????? ®; ¯ ??????????
??????? t ???? ®; ¯; p0 ???????????????????
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??????? ®; ¯ ?????????? ®; ¯ ?????????????
???????????????????? 2?? 1??????????
???????????????????????????????????
????? 2?? 1??????? ®; ¯ ???? p0 ???????????
????????????? t > 0 ???????????????????
®; ¯ ??? t ????? p(t) ???????????????? p0 6= p(t)
??????????????? ®; ¯ ??? t ???? ®; ¯ ??????
????????????????????????????????














?????????????? (a+ c)=2 ????????????????
??????????????????
(11) ????????? ¯¤ ???????
¯¤ = a¡ (®
¤ + 1)(a+ c)
2
;
??????????? D;E; F ????? ¯¤ ????????????
???????????????? ®¤ ?®¤ ? ® ????????????
????????????
2W =













¡®¤2 + 2®¤ + 1
r + 2(®¤ + 1)









?????? 68 ?? 3 ?
????? 1???????? 2?? ® ????????????????
????????????? ® ??????????????????? ¯
???????????????
¡®¤2 + 2®¤ + 1
r + 2(® ¤+1) ; ???®
¤ =












r(k ¡ 1) +p(r + 2k)[r + 2k(2®+ 3)]o :
??? ® ???????????????? ® ???????? 1????
?????

















??????????????????????????? k = 1 ????
?????????????? ® ???????????????????
???








r + 4¡pr2 + 8r + 8
4



































4) ???Fujiwara and Long (2011, 2012) ?? 2 ???????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
5) Fujiwara (2012) ?????? 1 ???????????????????????????
??
6) Fujiwara (2012) ??????????????????????????????????
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